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Faster, lighter and more comfortable than before, the redesigned Mercedes-Benz M-Class has
what it takes to regain prestige in the expanded luxury SUV market. Since the introduction of
the Mercedes-Benz M-Class in , many other premium-brand automakers have thrown their hats
into the luxury SUV ring. To remain in the hunt, Mercedes has made constant improvements to
its midsize SUV, increasing the feature content and performance, updating its looks and
addressing the build quality issues that plagued early models. Finally, after eight years using
the same platform, Mercedes readied the truck's successor. Six inches longer overall, the new
M-Class rides on a 4-inch-longer wheelbase and is 2 inches wider, though its storage area has
been cut to Instead, the extra inches go to the passenger cabin, where occupants enjoy added
leg- and shoulder room. Despite the increase in dimensions, a third-row seat is no longer an
option, as the all-new R-Class wagon has been designated for the family crowd. An
improvement over the previous body-on-frame design, the Mercedes-Benz M-Class is built on a
unibody chassis that's stiffer, lighter and better able to deliver Mercedes-like ride quality.
Stretched longer and wider, yet with less ground clearance than the old ML, the ML also has a
more aggressive stance. The ML is powered by a 3. The ML still uses a 5. Both engines use a
seven-speed automatic transmission that sends the power through a permanent
four-wheel-drive system. The design of the cabin isn't radically different than before, but it has
an open, airy feel that the old M-Class lacked, and materials quality is much improved with large
helpings of wood and aluminum trim. One of the most noticeable changes is the lack of a
console-mounted shifter, replaced by a small stalk on the steering column to make room for
American-size cupholders. The original M-Class caught a wave of opportunity that lasted longer
than even Mercedes could have ever expected. Even though there are now many worthy
vehicles in the premium SUV segment, the new Benz's combination of cutting-edge safety
features, commendable on-road performance and plentiful creature comforts keep this
pioneering luxury SUV right up there with the best in the class. The standard ML comes
standard with full-time four-wheel-drive, inch alloy wheels, automatic climate control,
power-adjustable front seats and a bare-bones four-speaker CD stereo. The ML gets inch
wheels, speed-sensitive steering, privacy glass, more deluxe Multi-Contour seats with heaters,
multizone climate control, a leather interior, walnut trim, and additional chrome detailing.
Among the numerous options are active bi-xenon headlamps, inch wheels, a Harman Kardon
Logic7 sound system with glovebox-mounted CD changer, a DVD-based navigation system, a
rear-seat entertainment system, Keyless Go and a sunroof. An off-road package includes a
two-speed transfer case, differential locks and a height-adjustable air suspension. The ML
comes with a 3. The ML uses last year's 5. The standard 4WD system is intended mainly for
winter use; off-road enthusiasts can get low-range gearing by ordering the optional off-road
package. Standard safety features include traction and stability control, four-wheel antilock disc
brakes, side-impact bags for torso protection and two full-length head curtains. The PreSafe
system is optional and adds additional protection in the event of a collision. If the onboard
computer determines a collision is imminent, PreSafe can pull the front seatbelts taut, adjust
the seats to optimal positions and even close the sunroof to prevent ejection during a rollover.
The ML's performance in NHTSA crash testing was impressive, as the Benz posted perfect five
star scores in both frontal- and side-impact testing, while scoring a still respectable four stars
for rollover resistance. From behind the wheel, the Mercedes-Benz M-Class feels lighter on its
feet than the original, yet just as stable. With the optional air-spring suspension, the ride quality
is plush and responsive. Throw the new ML into a corner and it rolls moderately, understeers
predictably and sticks longer than you'd expect. On the road, the ML possesses plenty of
passing power, but feels a bit shy on torque from a stop. If you want more punch off the line,
spring for the V8-powered ML, which sends hp through the same seven-speed transmission.
There's plenty of room for 6-footers up front and all MLs come standard with multicontour seats
that provide excellent support; MLs offer them as an option. The Mercedes-Benz M-Class has a
tasteful, modern look that doesn't sacrifice functionality. Materials quality is generally very
good, and the overall layout is open and airy. Maximum cargo capacity is Most families will find
the SUV plenty roomy, though the heavy rear liftgate will make you want to splurge on the
power opener. This silver Mercedes-Benz ML got me a free cup of designer coffee. No, it didn't
wheel itself up to the local caffeine counter and order a tall vanilla nonfat latte, but it did inspire
the Lexus RX owner ahead of me in the drive-through lane to pay for my latte. She even gave my
ride a Fonzie-like thumbs-up. It's no wonder that people stop to give the redesigned
Mercedes-Benz ML an appreciative second look. The result is a competitive M-Class that's
light-years ahead of the old one, but this first-class SUV doesn't come without a significant
increase in price. Less an upright soldier, and more like a relaxed maiden, the ML has flowing
lines that billow to a slightly rounder look. But details like the multisurfaced taillamps and the
sharp line that slices across the doors to encircle the rear fenders keep the overall design from

getting too soft. Stretched longer and wider, yet with less ground clearance than the old ML, the
ML also has a more pronounced stance. Refined Room for Five With its two-tone gray interior,
our Mercedes ML's cabin was finished to perfection and awash in silvery light. Leather-trimmed
seats coddle front passengers with the same effortlessness as a relaxing sofa, but are bolstered
and firm enough to prevent back fatigue after hours on the road. Optional front-seat heaters
ensure passenger comfort. Nestled in the center stack is an optional DVD navigation system
integrated with a telephone and a watt Harmon Kardon stereo system. At first glance the system
seems more daunting than a barista's espresso machine, but after a couple of minutes of
random button pushing, it's refreshingly intuitive. The '06 M-Class is also the first Mercedes that
offers iPod connectivity. See the stereo review for more details. Large helpings of bird's eye
maple wood and brushed aluminum trim help define the handsome, sporty stack and console
which has been modernized to include two of the largest cupholders man has ever seen. In the
back, passengers have over 39 inches of legroom to stretch their gams, which is nearly 6 inches
more than the RX offers and almost four more than found in the X5's rear seat. Rear shoulder
room is also the widest among the competition. Climate controls are mounted behind the front
center console, and there's a center armrest in the rear seat that folds down to display
cupholders large enough to hold a couple of road javas. Fancy Carry-All Although the ML is
nearly 6 inches longer and 4 inches wider than its predecessor, its storage area has been cut to
Mercedes engineers chose to allocate the extra inches to the passenger cabin instead of the
cargo bay. While the smaller RX boasts a maximum 85 cubic feet of space, the Benz isn't at the
bottom end of the spectrum either. The Touareg, which is closest in overall exterior dimensions
to the ML, offers slightly less. The reduced capacity didn't bother us a lick. The ML easily
handled everything from a mountain of camera gear to a gaggle of dancing girls' costumes, and
with a carpeted bay, there was no chance the little tulle dainties would get sullied. Our only
cargo area complaint is the lack of a power rear hatch. The ML's fifth door is heavy and can
hardly be closed with one hand in a single motion. The Lexus and BMW produce considerably
less power at and hp, respectively, although the trade-off is better fuel economy ratings. Gone
is the traditional console-mounted shifter and five-speed automatic transmission from the
previous ML. Instead, the new ML gets a seven-speed automatic with an electronic shifter
mounted to the steering column, similar to the setup in a BMW 7 Series. It took some getting
used to since you push a button for "Park" and it doesn't offer the same physical motion that
confirms each gear change. What you get instead is a light beep and a grinding metallic noise
as it engages drive or reverse. We're not sure if the noise was unique to our test vehicle, or if
the transmission was supposed to sound like that, but we do know it was annoying. Mercedes
also put dual rocker buttons on the backside of the steering wheel for shifting gears manually,
but the seven-speed tranny is geared so well and timed so perfectly, you won't need to bother.
On the road, the ML possesses plenty of passing power and it feels quick on its feet around
town. At the track it recorded a run of 8. If you want more punch off the line, Mercedes also
offers the V8-powered ML, which sends hp through the same seven-speed transmission.
Steering is precise, but doesn't offer much feedback and feels a little dead in the center. The
brakes, however, supply a surefooted pedal and stop this large SUV from 60 mph in an
impressively short distance of less than feet. Despite some body roll, the 4,pound,
all-wheel-drive ML is a predictable and stable handler. When switched off during instrumented
testing, the stability control program would still interfere during slalom runs, which kept the
Benz at a cruising speed of Overall, the ML just feels good around town. It's easy to maneuver
and park, unlike some large, unwieldy SUVs, but it still offers a solid sense of luxurious
security. Double Latte With Extra Yummy Foam Mercedes has gone back to the ML drawing
board and come away with a total package that offers much to recommend itself. A brightened
and refined cabin, spacious cargo bay and a solid if not exciting powertrain combine to make
the ML a success. But front-runners aren't always the most economical choice. Just like a
Starbucks latte, the Mercedes-Benz ML may not be the cheapest choice in town, but it will make
your taste buds tingle. System Score: 9. The key pieces are an in-dash head unit with an LCD
display that flips open to reveal a single CD slot with MP3 capability, a subwoofer, 12 speakers
placed throughout the cabin, and a six-disc CD changer that is mounted in the glovebox. The
setup employs digital sound processing, seven-channel surround-sound technology and
satellite control buttons conveniently located on the steering wheel. The optional iPod
Integration Kit provides a harness in the glovebox that charges your iPod and ties the portable
MP3 player in with the factory stereo. Menu, artist and playlist information are displayed on the
navigation screen, and steering wheel controls make changing tracks a breeze. It works with
any of the docking port-equipped iPod products Regular, Photo and Mini , but does not work
with any other brand MP3 player. Performance: Audio quality doesn't get much better than this,
but as nice as this system is, you can't adjust the midrange, just the bass and treble. The

surround-sound impression is surprisingly good and offers richer, fuller sound for all seating
positions, although the standard sound with surround turned off is nothing to complain about
either. We have complained before about the buttons that control this system, and we haven't
changed our minds. Many of them are labeled by adjacent text in the display panel that can
require more eyes-down concentration than we like in a moving vehicle. Mercedes has eased
the ergos to an extent by putting some functions on steering wheel controls and some readouts
in another display in front of the driver, but the satellite controls still require a two-step process
to seek preset stations. Other small things, like the scan button that previews 9 seconds of each
song as it scans the tracks on a CD and the option to mix CD tracks like you would on an iPod
Shuffle, make up for it. Best Feature: Power with clarity. Worst Feature: Preset buttons are a
reach across the display screen. Conclusion: After a few minutes of random button pushing, the
system is easy to operate and provides sound quality you'd be proud to have in your home.
Strong power? Carlike ride and handling? High-tech features? Luxury amenities? The answer,
of course, is "yes" as in "yes, all of the above must be present, and that's just for starters. But
those other cars also possess traits specific to their brands. The Acura and Lexus have
whisper-soft cabins at highway speeds and ultrarefined drivetrains, plus they offer strong value
if you go easy on the options list. The BMW has superb driving dynamics, as does the Cadillac.
The Volvo has benchmark safety features, not to mention a body structure capable of
withstanding impacts from, say, a low-flying meteor. With the ML I can't think of anything truly
compelling about the vehicle, and at the same time I didn't appreciate the gremlinlike noises it
made when using the electronic shifter, nor was I a fan of the relatively soft suspension and the
somewhat weak power just off idle though the 3. Without driving the M-Class back-to-back
against its competitors I can't identify anything truly wrong with the vehicle. Problem is, I can't
think of anything truly right about it, either. It's a light-year or two ahead of the V6 Volkswagen
Touareg I drove recently, and it's so much better than its predecessor that comparing the two is
just futile. Still, for my 48, simoleons, as Boss Hogg used to say, I want more. The problem is
I'm not sure what I want more of. The M's drivetrain is exceptional, its seating is perfect and its
new look is as modern as anything out there, if not exactly trendsetting. I can also give props to
its fit and finish and its ergonomics, and I really like the interior's new look, which includes
simple instrumentation and more aluminum trim than a cyborg sent from the future. Interior
space isn't the issue either. The ML swallowed my very pregnant wife, our very hyper 2-year-old
and our very hairy pound puppy with ease. Still, something is missing, and I just can't put my
finger on it. Wait a minute. I know. Despite very good driving dynamics, this is the first
Mercedes-Benz that I can't really remember driving after I drive it. It's pretty wonderful in every
measurable way, but it's somehow uninteresting at the same time. It's the first Benz that feels
sanitized for my protection. What's next, a Lexus teeming with personality? Hey, at this point
nothing would surprise me. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Mercedes-Benz M-Class. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. One dealer did not know about it. This car has a computer from hell giving false signals
on light bulbs etc. Not nearly as reliable as my 99 E I expected a lot better quality from MB but
this is true for all German cars lately. Why pay this kind of money when cars casting half are
more reliable? Read less. ML - Don't touch one! If you research this vehicle you will find they
have problems with the balance shaft and this equals expensive repairs. MB will not admit a
problem exists but the blogs show this to be untrue. They have also introduced a replacement
read upgrade kit to address their non existent problems. My experience has been that a cog on
the balance shaft has disintegrated causing much internal damage. The engine had to be
removed and parts replaced. Can you afford the risk? I currently have 2 MB's but will not touch
another one. At less than 1 mpg difference than the the is definitely the king of the road. Buy the
ML over the ML if you can find one and you'll be a whole lot happier. I've had this car for 5. It's
been great to us and has never left us stranded. This is a car that needs an owner that timely

addresses all preventive maintenance items before they become repair items, because then it
gets expensive. The all wheel drive system is great and it is like a tank in rain and snow. Good
power. Very comfy ride. Plenty of room. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. Stereo Evaluation System Score: 9. Sponsored cars related to the M-Class. Sign Up. In
the fall of , Mercedes-Benz made history when it officially entered America's burgeoning
sport-utility segment with its first-ever entry, the M-class. As if the cards weren't stacked high
enough, the M-class also utilized an all-new platform and V-6 engine. Apparently, Mercedes
thrived on extreme challenges. It's no surprise, then, that the M-class proceeded to take
Mercedes on a roller-coaster ride it would not forget. We came away so enamored of the M-class
that we named it top dog. Not a bad title to claim when entering the marketplace. The roller
coaster was looping high in the sky. Unfortunately, many of the ML's initial customers didn't
share our joyful ride. Quality problems were prevalent in early vehicles and included
malfunctioning key fobs, fuel gauges, power windows, and check-engine lights, as well as poor
fit and finish of interior panels. M-class customers promptly ranked their vehicles last among
luxury SUVs in J. Power's Initial Quality Study. The roller coaster was nose-diving. Nonetheless,
sales were strong and wait lists long-reportedly up to a year in some markets. Take a U-turn,
roller coaster. After eight years of riding the ups and downs, Mercedes is sick and tired, ready
to exit this tumultuous ride. The cure? An all-new, second-generation M-class that Mercedes
promises is not only free of the quality problems that plagued its predecessor but also more
refined, more powerful, and more fuel efficient. Mercedes has gone to great lengths to make
good on those promises. Furthermore, because Mercedes decided the new M-class should drive
and feel more like a car than a truck-seeing as that's what Americans seem to appreciate in
SUVs- drastic measures were in order. So engineers and designers started with a clean sheet of
paper, figuring any remnant of the previous vehicle was best left out in left field. They swapped
the first generation's body-on-frame assembly-the method by which most trucks are built-for
unibody construction, the same way Mercedes produces E- and S-class sedans. The result is a
body that uses five times more high-strength steel and is significantly stiffer in torsional and
bending rigidity. Armed with the robust body, Mercedes focused on improving ride and
handling, stretching the M-class's wheelbase by 3. Plus, Mercedes' adjustable Airmatic DC air
suspension, not fitted on our tester, is now optional. The old M-class's two-speed transfer case
has been dropped-although a two-speed transfer case will be offered later as part of an off-road
package that also includes locks for the center and rear differentials-and is replaced with
full-time four-wheel drive that uses three conventional open differentials and a four-wheel
electronic traction-control system that varies torque front to rear and side to side. Although
every M-class comes standard with a center-console-mounted "Off-Road" button-which alters
ABS, traction control, shift points, and throttle sensitivity to ease maneuvering-Mercedes' new
ute is more suited for crossing intersections than fiords, at least till the hard-core off-road
package debuts. Other new features include larger four-wheel disc brakes, as well as optional
speed-sensitive power rack-and-pinion steering and inch wheels fitted with series tires. It now
appears sleeker and sportier, thanks to integrated fender flares, a sharply raked windshield, and
a longer by 5. From some angles-namely, in profile-the new M-class looks like a mix between
the original and a Chrysler Pacifica. But unlike the Pacifica, or the original for that matter, the
new M-class will not be available with a third row of seats. Mercedes is leaving the
extended-family hauling to its upcoming R- and G-classes. The previous model's stodgy,
businesslike cockpit has been replaced with one that is richer and brighter, replete with
higher-grade plastics, tighter panel gaps, and chrome accents adorning the steering wheel, the
vents, and the new two-pod instrument display. The stubby stalk appears out of place at first,
but a week of use showed its ergonomic merits, especially with manumatic shifting buttons
placed behind the steering wheel. Overall, refinement is way up, the new ML displaying a level
of solidity and sophistication that was lacking before. Space is up, too, with more room in all
five seating positions, as well as more than seven cubic feet of additional cargo room. Under
the hood of the ML resides Mercedes' fresh 3. Successor to last year's 3. Teamed with
Mercedes' seamless 7G-Tronic seven-speed automatic, the 3. On the way, the ML eclipsed 60
mph in 7. We never tested an '05 ML, but the last ML we tested required What's more impressive
for the new ML is that it posted quicker times than our long-term ML in December 8. Speaking of
the ML, that designation for the second generation signifies the familiar 5. Mercedes' new valve
V-8 won't find its way into the M-class for at least a year. Either way, a V-8 seems superfluous to
us, considering the V-6's output and polished nature. Test numbers show the ML's handling has
improved in measurable categories. Braking was better, too, evidenced by the foot distance
needed to scrub off 70 mph of momentum fewer feet than the ML and 12 fewer than the ML
Around our 10Best evaluation loop, however, the ML's subjective handling score was not as

laudable. Although the light and linear steering communicated clearly, turn-in prompted a
disconcerting level of initial body roll that was unnerving, given that we were anticipating more
carlike sensations. The body roll did seem to subside somewhat going through turns, but
overall the ML felt too softly sprung for tackling twisty roads. We also found that Airmatic
quelled much of the standard suspension's harshness, which, although soft through turns,
proved to be especially rough over Michigan's beat-up roads. Our advice: Go with Airmatic.
Mercedes has made substantial improvements with the new M-class over the original. Even if it
did take one helluva roller-coaster ride to get there. Some feel as puny as cardboard and about
as long-lived. The ML's feels like smooth steel and slides silently and shuts solidly. Mercedes
has made its sport-ute much more carlike and has put luxury into the package in a big way. It
looks like the last M-class has been gutted--seats, dash, and all. The new goods look like they
came directly from any glitzy Benz sedan, and the sheetmetal has been sculpted. Don't look for
low-range four-wheel drive or any traditional shifter , though--this one's built for the roads of
Beverly Hills. That's it. Since the M-class has a new chassis, I was expecting E-class slickness
and poise. T
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he ML, however, feels harsh, maybe even a little clumsy, and I was disappointed at the lack of
practical details inside, such as underfloor storage. It looks better--more muscular and less
boxlike than its predecessor. It goes down the road more smoothly and quietly--more like a car
and less like a truck. The 3. At first glance it also looks like Mercedes copied the gear-selector
stalk out of a 7-series BMW. Unlike the stubby and numb BMW version, however, in the ML you
can feel the detent positions when you select drive or reverse. BMW did it first, but Mercedes
got it right, and it's within easy reach of your fingertips. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword
s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. This content is created and maintained by a
third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

